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Exercise 1

Consider an Itô process satisfying the SDE

dXt = µXtdt+ σXtdWt, 0 ≤ t ≤ T,

with X0 = x ∈ R+, µ ∈ R, σ ∈ R+, and let T ∆ be a time-discretization with step size ∆ > 0, that is,

T ∆ = {t0 = 0, t1, . . . , tn = T} ,

with ∆ = ti+1 − ti, i = 1, . . . , n.

Write down the Euler-Maruyama scheme for (Xt)t∈[0,T ] with discretization step-size ∆, i.e., the way you

derive X∆
tk+1

from X∆
tk

, where (X∆
ti )i=0,...,n is the approximated process. Also derive analytic expressions

for E[XT ], V ar[XT ], E[X∆
tn ] and V ar[X∆

tn ].

Exercise 2

The abstract class MySimulationInterface that you can find in

com.andreamazzon.exercise9.approximationschemes

is devoted to the simulation of a general continuous, one-dimensional stochastic process driven by a
one-dimensional Brownian motion.

It has some public methods that are already implemented and a private method generate that must
fill the field paths, consisting of a one-dimensional array of RandomVariable objects. The idea here is
that at every time iteration the drift of the process and its diffusion are got by calling the protected

abstract methods

RandomVariable getDrift(RandomVariable lastRealization, int timeIndex)

and

RandomVariable getDiffusion(RandomVariable lastRealization, int timeIndex)

implemented in derived classes and summed to the last realization of the process. Follow the instructions
you find in the class to complete the method.

The class above is extended by EulerSchemeForBlackScholes, LogEulerSchemeForBlackScholes and
MilsteinSchemeForBlackScholes. Here you have to give an implementation of the methods to generate
drift and diffusion, in the case of a geometric Brownian motion (i.e., a Black-Scholes model) using Euler
scheme, log Euler scheme (i.e., simulation of the logarithm of the process by Euler) and Milstein scheme,
respectively. Follow the instructions in the code.

Exercise 3

Complete the method

public double priceCall(double strike, double maturity, double riskFreeRate)

you find in the class CallOption, in order to return the discounted price of a call option for a given
underlying process of type MySimulationInterface.

In the main method of the class CallChecks you can then find some already implemented numerical
comparisons of the errors in the computation of the price of the call option, when the underlying is a
Black-Scholes model generated with Euler scheme, log Euler scheme and Milstein method.

Moreover, define a value at your choice for the drift of the process (i.e., riskFreeRate in this case) and
check if the average of the process for the Euler scheme at final time is close to the analytical value E[X∆

tn ]
you have derived in the first exercise.


